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Walker Art Center Sound and Moving Image Digitization from Grant Writing to Access
Walker Art Center Collections and Programming
Sound and Moving Images
Grants
Museum Process
Digitization Implementation
Types of Vendors

- Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC)
- Northeast Document Conservation Center (NEDCC)
- Saving Tape Media Conversion, LLC
- The MediaPreserve
  An Audio Visual Laboratory
Working with vendors
Return of Tapes / Digital files - Now What?

Chance Conversations: An Interview with Merce Cunningham and John Cage
Lessons Learned
Art & Artists

Since its founding in 1940, the Walker Art Center has collected the visual, performing, and media arts of our time. A reflection of our multidisciplinary mission and the increasingly cross-disciplinary practice of artists, Walker Collections reflect a diverse range of artistic output, including painting, sculpture, films, performances, books, artist archives, and more.
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